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The Linn County Chapter

Airgun
Range

Member Rules and Information Handbook
A primary edition of our rules are published each year and handed out either when you join or come to a Safety Briefing.

Action
Range

Covered Pistol Range
with targets at 7, 10,
15, 25 and 50 Yards.

We need and expect that members will help out their club with projects or general manpower from time to time.
These facilities could not exist without member help. The alternative to member volunteer work would mean the
end of some programs and an increase in membership fees so that we might hire outside labor to do necessary
tasks. The Board of this local Ikes Chapter has done many things to increase other sources of income while
keeping your annual member fees low. You are only paying about half the total costs of membership. With our
Quarterly Membership Meeting and Meal, various Classes and Events, most of our income is through dues.
Trap Range, Indoor Range and Action Range fees make those activities break even at best. To add or greatly
improve any facility we will need additional money and help from the membership or dues will go up each year!

Ikes Pledge
“To strive for the purity of water, the clarity of air, and the wise stewardship of the land and its resources; to

know the beauty and understanding of nature and the value of wildlife, woodlands and open space; to the
preservation of the heritage and to man’s sharing in it . . .”
Mission Statement
To conserve, maintain, protect and restore the Soil, Forest, Water and other natural resources of the United States; to promote means and
opportunities for the education of the public with respect to such resources and their enjoyment and wholesome utilization.

Our Ikes Action range has its own rules document. To use the Action Range you must be a
member of the Action Range. There is additional cost and paper work above our regular Ikes membership.
Safety is the Responsibility of Everyone on the Chapter Grounds
Just as you can’t be just a little bit pregnant nor can you be just a little safe. You, your family and
guests, other members and our neighbor’s safety depend on each of us obeying all the printed &
posted rules & just using good sense. Please be safe and have a good time on our ranges. They are
here for your enjoyment. We have no maid service here, clean up your mess and brass when done.

Izaak Walton League, Linn County Chapter

Chapter Goals
To promote the safe use of firearms in hunting, shooting sports, target practice and competition.
To promote interest of the youth of our community to enjoy all of our sponsored outdoor activities/interests.
To provide proper knowledge of these through the use of education programs and various events.
To provide a safe place to enjoy archery and the shooting of firearms on well maintained ranges.
To come together from a diverse population to combine our efforts and resources to make our Ranges Safe.
To do these things in a way that any member, obeying our rules, can enjoy our ranges harassment-free!
Welcome to the Izaak Walton League!
When on the grounds, you can see that we’ve been surrounded by the city of Cedar Rapids. Our continued
existence is based on everyone’s conduct being safe, responsible and non-disruptive. Members and guests must
obey all the written and posted rules, then apply common sense behavior. Wear your Range Tag openly. The Ikes
have built up a great infrastructure of safety ranges, buffers, baffles and barriers. Our facilities are the first step in
safety and your behavior is the critical last step. We must all be good members, good sports and good neighbors
when we are shooting. This facility is for shooting education and safe shooting entertainment!

Our Chapter is private property and intended for the use of our members, supported scout groups, guests
and students of our educational classes. There is No Trespassing at anytime and we will prosecute. Improperly
accessing buildings on our property or facilities will be considered Breaking and Entering. We are an AS IS
facility! The Linn County Chapter is a Club and not a business, consisting of a group of volunteers that can’t be
held to the same standards as commercial property maintenance, such as snow and ice removal, road repair,
mowing of grass or cleaning sidewalks. Sometimes there is just not enough manpower, equipment or materials
to do a complete job. Shooting guns has some inherent risks, gun or ammo can and do fail and ricochets happen. There will be times that facilities or roads are closed for maintenance, with OR without notice. If you are
unhappy with this, you can help or find another place to play!

The Snow Plow or Tractor always has the right of way!!
We will need time to cleanup mother nature’s mess.
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5401 42 Street NE ( Street Address )
PO Box 8509 ( Mailing Address )
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52408-8509
(319) 393-6624 for our Information Line
www.izaak-walton.org for more current and complete information
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Wear Your Range Tag where anyone can
Easily See and Read it, or you will be fined!

class, grass cutting, cleanup, or snow plowing is done by someone who volunteers their time to help the Club. We
cannot ask more of them unless we are each willing to give more ourselves. This will limit the number of events
that can be held each week. Your monthly Ikes Newsletter is available to you online each month to keep you
current on what is happening at the Ikes. It’s your source of information & events, important updates, projects &
Range information.

Most rules are written in here but we can’t include every little thing. So don’t pee behind a tree or take a crap in the
woods or speed on the road or drive on the sidewalk, or make too much unnecessary noise or be rude on the range.
If an officer of the club or RSO says you are breaking a rule just say sorry, change your behavior and move on!
The alternative of being combative could cost you your membership. Our Website at www.izaak-walton.org is current with the latest updates, calendars, projects, events and classes.

Rifle Range

We are a volunteer organization. We have NO Paid Staff. Every activity, project, repair, education

New Member Orientation Tours are held most Saturday Mornings at 8:00 AM Sharp. A volunteer will be
at the Indoor Range to start a New Member Tour and Orientation, sign up new members. We do not conduct a tour
on most Holiday weekends as it is hard to get prospective members out to join at that time. Our Schedule is in the
Newsletter and on our website under Calendar of Events. (Tours are only on Saturday mornings)

Recommended Target
Area Size, You can make
the Target Area larger
to accommodate more
or bigger targets, the
lower area needs to
conform to our Range
design, on the Pistol
Range, the bottom of
the frame has to fit our
metal T to attach the
frame. On the Rifle
Range, the bottom has
to fit the pipes in the
concrete.

Membership Meetings are held Quarterly in one form or another. In good weather, we sometimes fire up the
charcoal so you can cook or bring your dinner. A Chapter meeting will begin @ 7:00 and last thirty to sixty
minutes. We sometimes offer a Safety Briefing.
Safety Briefings, An annual Requirement for All Members are held only in our Chapter House per the

schedule in our Newsletter and on our website. Scheduled early in the year when members are less busy, give you
a refresher on the rules, safety issues, how to work within our organization. You will get a new copy of our rules,
your new Range and Family/Guest Range Tags and your Membership card. You must have paid a week or more in
advance of the Safety Briefing you wish to go to. You must attend one of these or your gate card will be turned
off March 19th and your Range Privileges canceled. For Family Memberships, both adults must attend.

Indoor Range will be open for shooting when a volunteer is available. Saturday 9:00 AM to 11:00 AM,

Thursday Nights 6:00-8:00. The Indoor Range is used for a wide variety of training and scouting activities so, just
because there are people there does not mean that it is open to the Membership. If it is not an open shooting time
then please stay out if you have not been invited. Check your Newsletter or our Website for open days and times.
Winter weather may cancel an open Range day, we will be open as scheduled when weather permits and Volunteer
RSO is available. If the weather is bad, the range may close early or not open at all, check our website!

Never Park in front of a door of any building and block access to it. No Parking on the trail to the Outdoor
Pistol Range from the Parking Area.

Chapter House Access: We use our Chapter House for Membership Meetings and Meals, Safety Briefings,

Classes, Events, Various Scouting Activities, Group Meetings, Board Meetings and many other things that should
not be disturbed. Members are welcome to come to any of our Membership Meetings, Board Meetings or Safety
Briefings. However, as the Chapter House is not our office, or some kind of retail area you are not welcome to
interrupt a class others are paying to attend, private meetings held there or any of the Scout meetings. If it is not a
Newsletter scheduled open meeting please just stay out. If you want to contact our President or other club officer
please send an email or make a call, they will be happy to help you or answer your question then.

Guest Policy: Members are welcome to bring Guests to Membership Meetings, Trap Shoots and the Indoor

Notes:
Your Target Stand “Feet” must fit our holes in the ground, thus must conform to the size, but the Target Area
can be as large as you like. Wood used, a deck board is nice but a good 1 x 4 should work fine.

Archery Ranges

Our range tags are Not Required here, but still a good idea!

1. Archery shooting permitted only in the designated archery areas.
2. Tree stands are provided. No other tree stands are permitted.
3. No loading of bows for any reason while anyone is down range.

Air Gun Practice in a separate building down range by the Pistol Range

Range. For the Rifle, Pistol and Practice Trap our rule is One Guest at a time and One Time per Guest. We
want to avoid a buddy system membership. Former members who choose not to be a member can’t be a Guest.
Your Guest must wear a Guest Tag! Active Duty Military guests, are always welcome!

Fines, Suspensions and Termination of Range Privileges

A Family Member is defined as a significant other and / or children under 22 years old still living at home.
They must wear a Family or Guest tag when using the ranges with you!

Members must clearly display their Range Tag on their person at all times while using our ranges. We will do
random checks to verify Membership, Range Tags and Safety. All Family and Guests of Members must wear Ikes
Range Tags when on the Ranges or a $ Fine will be imposed per person!
Weather Policy: Simply, in the winter months we match the Cedar Rapids Public Schools. If they are closed or
close early, then our activities are canceled and we will be closed. We cannot advise driving to the lower ranges
Never make any changes to the Property or Ranges without the permission of our President.
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Any or all of these can be applied to members who fail to obey our rules or who have a guest mess up!
There is no formal list of infractions and penalties, this is all handled on a case by case basis.
If it is safety related, where you could injury anyone or damage our ranges, you will be dealt with severely.
The same would be true if multiple infractions were to occur at the same time, basically ignoring the rules.
Getting angry with your accuser will only pile on additional penalties.
Innocent and smaller errors will be dealt with considerably more tact and with little or no penalty.

You should not be surprised or upset if you break a significant rule and find that someone is upset with you!!
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Trap Ranges

Range Rules, All Ranges

Ikes Range Tags must to be worn visibly!

1.
2.
3.
4.

Never Touch any gun while anyone is forward of the firing line, for any reason!
Only Shotguns or Muzzleloaders using shot are permitted, at approved target frames.
Shotgun slug shooting is only allowed on the Rifle Range
Shot shells using #8 shot or smaller with Low Brass or Target Loads.
Field loads and larger shot sizes have a greater range and are unsafe!
5. Shooting is allowed at standard clay targets only.
6. Portable traps (such as Trius) are to be used only at the Practice Trap Range.
These must be attached to the permanent steel stands provided by the Chapter as shown on page 6.
7. No hand trap throwers are allowed anywhere on the grounds.
8. The trap range is the only place you can use shotshells on our property, accept for the Rifle Range right side.
The use of our Regular Trap range is by Ike’s group activity. Shooting from standard trap positions only!
We have provided 1/2 inch bolts on our Practice Range, you need to bring four 1/2 inch Nuts!

The Practice Trap Range Can NOT be used while there are people on
the Regulation Trap Ranges South of the Chapter House or in view in
front of your gun or target area!

Ikes Range Tags need to be worn visibly!
► Never touch a Gun while anyone is down range for any reason!
►Whatever you do should be safe for yourself, others at the Ikes and all of our neighbors.
► All firearms must be always handled in a safe manner. Always keep the muzzle pointed in a safe direction.
► All firearms must be unloaded and in a case / gun rug when entering or leaving any of our shooting ranges.
► A firearm may be carried with its action open, unloaded and pointed up within a range.

The wearing of holstered firearms and/or concealed weapons is not allowed at the Ikes, except by law
enforcement officers or Action Range Members while they are IN the Action Range!
► Eye and ear protection must be worn by everyone on any range that fires a propellant burning ammunition.
► The use of ranges is for members and their family and guest only. Persons 18 or under must be accompanied by
an adult member. On the pistol range, children under 14 cannot shoot a handgun due to Iowa State Law!
► Load and shoot only at the shooting stations of the appropriate range, and nowhere else.
► Paper, cardboard or NewBold brand targets using approved target frames only are allowed. Trap shooters use
approved clay targets only. Special Events, the Ikes Board may agree to shoot other targets for that shoot only!
► Always check to be sure the line is safe before going in front of the firing line. “Safe” means: the Gun is
unloaded, Action or cylinder open, Gun is on the bench or in the box. Allow others using the range, time to go
forward of the firing line to setup or remove targets.
 Children or others running around or being disruptive around any range is absolutely Not Allowed.
Family members and guests must wear an Ikes Tag.
 Persons under the influence of alcohol or drugs are banned from all ranges.

Shooting hours are from 8:00 am to 8:00 pm or sunset – whichever comes first.
The outdoor ranges are open 365 days a year, except when closed for organized shooting events or work days or weather.
These closures are usually (but not always) announced in the newsletter and on our website.
 Weather dictates road conditions to the ranges. Enter at your own risk! If we say we are closed, Stay Out!
 All range commands by a Range Officer at any of the ranges must be followed without question!
 The range officer has final authority on all questions concerning range matters.
 Any gun being moved in any Range or the Chapter House must have it’s action open and be unloaded
(including dummy rounds) and pointed barrel up at 12 o’clock.
 Do NOT wear hearing protection when going forward of the firing line so you can hear range comands or issues.
 Clean up your mess on all ranges. Brass, shotshells and trash of any kind needs to go into the correct container.
 Deliberate or negligent damage to any range will be dealt with Severely!
 Shooters can hang more than one target provided other shooters get time to hang their targets!
 No one is allowed in front of the Shooting Bench or Firing Line during live fire!

Pistol Range



Recommended
Target Area Size,
You can make the
Target Area larger
to accommodate
more or bigger targets, the lower
area needs to conform to our Range
design, on the Pistol Range, the bottom of the frame
has to fit our metal
T to attach the
frame. On the Rifle
Range, the bottom
has to fit the pipes
in the concrete.

All Bullets must hit the backstop of that range or you are unsafe!
 The Action Range can only be used by Action Range Members ( who have paid a separate membership fee per person ).
 Any range, or the entire facility, can be closed at any time without notice for needed repairs
If you are willing to fire a shot that would likely leave our range,
we will happily end your membership!

Safety is the responsibility of everyone on the Chapter Grounds

Just as you can’t be just a little bit pregnant nor can you be just a little safe. You, your family and guests,
other members and our neighbor’s safety depend on each of us obeying all the printed & posted rules &
just using good sense. Please be safe and have a good time on our ranges. They are here for your
enjoyment. We have no maid service here, clean up your mess and brass when done. Good Shooting!
The Ikes have a Zero Tolerance Policy on a number of our Safety Rules so take care.
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Security Gate at 42nd Street

Outdoor Pistol Range Ikes Range Tags must to be worn visibly!

We have always had a Security Gate at 42md Street, it used to be manually opened/closed, it is automatic now!
When you drive in, the arm should be down as pictured to the right 
You should not have to leave your vehicle to touch the Numeric Keypad on the

Pistols or pistol caliber guns only; includes muzzle loaders, Pistol caliber Rifles and Carbines
Normal Pistol ammunition only No Bottleneck cartridges, even in a handgun
1. You can NOT touch a gun while someone is down range for any reason!
No Bottle Necked Ammo
2. Firing from the 7 Yard Position must be done from the painted box.
3. Target positions cannot be changed in distance or supporting hardware.
4. Shooting must be made Bfrom
Position Only!
U S I Nthe
E S SStanding
NAME
5. No shooting directly off the benches, you must have one of our support boxes with at least 12”
of support under the gun if rested on the bench!
6. No Holstered handguns or Concealed Handguns are allowed.
7. When the “Line is Safe” then guns are to be unloaded, on the bench or in a box/case, with the
slides of Pistols open and the magazines out. Revolvers must have their cylinders open.
8. Gun Boxes or Gun Rugs must be marked with a Red Arrow to what direction the muzzle points.

drivers side with your Gate Card.
The green light on the pad will come on, the Gate will open a little past the
vertical position, wait for the arm to stop! That is when the Gates
Magnetic Sensor turns on to “see” your vehicle and shut the Gate
when you have gone through.
If the Gate Arm should stay UP, you went through before the arm was
finished going up. In that case you need to back through to the keypad
and repeat the process to get the Gate arm down and secure our
facilities. Failure to close the gate results in a $10 fine first time.
 Never loan your Gate Card to anyone or let someone not with you In! We do have people with Sob Stories.





The Gate will open for you at 7:45 am, not a minute before, as we open for shooting at 8:00 am.
The Gate can be opened to exit no later that 8:30 pm, as we close at 8:00 pm or earlier depending on sunset time.
The Gate is closed by a Magnetic Sensor only,

Rifle Range

it is NOT timed.

Ikes Range Tags must to be worn visibly!

1. Rifles - Muzzleloaders, Shotguns with Slugs, Center Fire & Rimfire rifles fired from within the range building.
2. Handguns of hunting caliber and barrel length 4 inch and up, are OK with target at 100 yards only! .357 & up
3. Your bullet (or slug) must be fired at a target mounted high enough on the frame to hit the backstop.
Bullets can’t be fired in such a way as to ricochet off the ground in front of the backstop or you are unsafe.
4. No fully automatic firearms.
5. A small berm has been set at 50 yards on the left side of the range for prone shooters only.

6. Shotshells can NOT be fired on the main Rifle Range, use the Patterning area on Right










Never Touch any gun while anyone is forward of the firing line, for any reason!
All firearms must be unloaded and in a case when entering or leaving any of our shooting ranges
No armor-piercing or tracer ammunition
Shooting is allowed only at paper, cardboard or NewBold brand name plastic targets using an approved
frame. Shooting at anything else, such as steel targets or ground targets anywhere else is not allowed
No shooting is allowed from in front of the firing line benches
All bullets fired must hit the range backstop or you are unsafe, supports or baffles are not the backstop!
Shooters are required to clean up their trash and brass when they finish practice.
Do not use the walls as support for shooting. Pistols can not be supported by the bench.
Target changes or Repairs should occur about every 15-20 minutes and take just a short amount of time

side

Be courteous to your fellow shooters. On the Pistol & Rifle Ranges shooters need to go down range to change their
targets. Shooters should be able to go down range every 10 to 15 minutes. When you change targets, do so quickly!











Target changes or Repairs should occur about every 10-15 minutes and take just a short one minute of time
All firearms must be unloaded and in a case when entering or leaving any of our shooting ranges
No armor-piercing or tracer ammunition
Shooting is allowed only at paper, cardboard or NewBold brand name plastic targets using an approved frame.
Shooting at anything else, such as steel targets or rocks, anywhere else is not allowed.
No shooting is allowed from in front of the firing line benches
All bullets fired must hit the range backstop or you are unsafe, the supports or baffles are not the backstop!
Shooters are required to clean up their trash and brass when they finish practice
Do not use the walls as support for shooting. Pistols cannot be supported by the bench alone, use a box!
Children under the age of 14 can not use a handgun at an Izaak Walton Range. Ages 14 and up with a parent!

Indoor Pistol Range Open limited days/hours with a use fee with RSO supervision only.
Ikes Range Tags need to be warn visibly to get the member discount!

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Pistols and Revolvers and .22 rimfire rifle shooting only. Handgun Caliber Guns only
Authorized Range Officer must be on duty at all times the range is open.
Only lead or Full Metal Jacket (FMJ) ammunition is allowed. No Hollow Points or Soft Point bullets allowed!
Ammunition is not to exceed .45 caliber. No Bottle Necked ammo!
There will be an additional fee for members to use this range. Family of Members pay the same as the Member Fee.
All rules and regulations will be administered by the range officer (RSO’s).
This is normally a seasonal use Range, weather dependent on how much it is open. Weather can close the range
The only normal shooting distance is 50 feet, special events such as the Winchester program range can vary!
9. Gun Boxes or Gun Rugs must be marked with a Red Arrow as to what direction the muzzle points!
10. A variety of Targets are offered for sale in the Range, at a reasonable price, when it is open for shooting.
11. No repairs or marking Targets at the Backstop, Change of Targets only down range.










Never Touch any gun for any reason while anyone is forward of the firing line!

All firearms must be unloaded and in a case or box when entering or leaving any of our shooting ranges
No armor-piercing or tracer ammunition
Shooting is allowed only at paper, cardboard or NewBold brand name plastic targets.
No shooting is allowed from in front of the firing line or benches
All bullets fired must hit the range backstop or you are unsafe, the supports or baffles are not the backstop!
Shooters are required to clean up their trash and brass when done
Do not use the walls as support for shooting. Pistols can not be supported by the bench alone, Rifles can!
Children under the age of 14 can not use a handgun at an Izaak Walton Range. Ages 14 and up with a parent!

Safety on our shooting ranges is the responsibility of all present in the area. Be safe or be gone.
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